
 

 

Introduction:  My Quest for the Perfect Wiki 
“Since early 2005 we've been dedicated to building the world's easiest to use wiki service by listening 
closely to the ever growing Wikispaces community. We now host over 1,300,000 wikis for over 
3,400,000 people and have products designed for the smallest classroom and the world's largest 
corporations and institutions” (Wikispaces, “About”)  
 
How others have used wikis: 

• Cross-cultural “pen pal” activities 
• Collaborative writing 
• In class exercises 

 
Possible advantages for reading analysis: 

• Collects information collaboratively (Inquiry-Based) 
• Allows for some degree of anonymity 
• Allows simultaneous editing 
• RSS feeds 
• Allows for some monitoring and easy out of class feedback 
• Streamlines classes (50 minute classes) 
• Highly intertextul 
• Teaches citation 

 

Demonstration: 
 

1. Assign text to analyze.  Easy to post on the Wiki itself. 
2. Construct a template for organzation, for example observations and questions/resarch. 
3. Subscribe to the RSS feed and observe additions.  Email personal comments as needed.  

Edit text for clarity and organization as needed.  Keep an eye out for cut and paste 
syndrome. 

4. Be sure to look over and reorganize before class.   
5. In groups, have the class use the wiki as a source to write one interpretative or analytical 

paragraph about the text. 
6. Report back and discuss paragraphs. 
7. Follow up with a formal essay or blog. 

 

Resources: 
Wikispaces, “About”:  http://www.wikispaces.com/about 
Video Tour:  http://www.wikispaces.com/site/tour - introduction 
My wiki:  http://mueng112.wikispaces.com/ 



 

Student Comments: 
• Most everything I wanted to say had been posted earilier.  Is it okay to repeat?  Should 

I add or take away from someone else’s? 
• The wiki at times could force students to ask many irrelevant questions because their 

original idea may have already been taken.  They post topics just to post, because their 
ideas have been posted already. 

• I like how it is anonymous to the other students what you wrote, yet as the teacher you are 
aware who wrote what. 

• It allows us to read other’s notes, so we can see another person’s point of view on the 
subject.  It gives us new ideas so we have a very broad understanding on the subject. 

• I like that we get see what others put and are thinking, but I think all the technology used for 
assignments takes away our interaction with our classmates.  I like coming to class with 
observations then having class discussions on different findings and thoughts. 

• The only difficulty was trying to read through all of the scattered information already on 
there. 

• I got excited when I had an insight or observation that hadn’t been shared or discovered. 
 

Discussion Questions: 
• What are some ways to decrease repeitition and increase organization? 
• Is there a danger of the instructor becoming “big brother” while editing and controlling 

discourse on the Wiki?  When do we let go of control?  When do we use control? 
• How much is too much technology?  Can this be used in addition to other networking sites, 

like Ning or Blackboard? 
• What are some other advantages or disadvantages that you see with using Wikis for reading 

analysis? 


